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Competition Motivation

� The availability of large Geospatial data that needs more efforts 
and novel methods to deal with.

� Answer the questions:
� Could ML help in modeling such data?
� Is ML accurate enough?
� With the existing computing resources (NVIDIA GPUs), and ML 

frameworks (i.e., TensorFlow, PyTorch, CAFFE, …etc. ), is ML 
faster than traditional methods?

� Could we do some hybrid approach to gain both the 
performance and the accuracy?



Introduction
� Modeling big data is a time-consuming and error-prone process 

especially in Geospatial applications where accurate prediction and 
robustness are required.



Introduction

� The goal of this competition is to provide a platform to benchmark 
modeling techniques for Geospatial Big Data with different methods 
includes Machine Learning, statistics, earth science.

� With the aid of the ExaGeoStat software 
(https://github.com/ecrc/exageostat), we have generated a set of 
synthetic Geospatial datasets that mimic the real datasets in 
climate/weather applications.



Registration
Registration will remain open until Dec. 9th at 11:59 PM through this 
link,



� Nov. 23rd 10:00 AM Competition Kick Off.

� Dec. 9th 11:59 PM  Deadline to submit results.

� Dec. 12th 2:00 PM Winners announcement & Prizes Ceremony

Timeline



Competitions

� This competition focuses on two parts and each 
competition will be treated independently,
� Competition I:  includes 18 small-size datasets

(100K), 90K as training and 10K as testing.

� Competition II:  includes 18 large-size datasets 
(1M), 900K as training and 100K as testing.

� The participant should train his/her model using the training dataset 
and predict missing readings in the testing locations



Assessments
� Teams should submit the prediction results to Kaggle.
� The Mean Column-wise Root Mean Squared Error (MCRMSE) is used to 

assess prediction accuracy.
� The MCRMSE is the average of the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 

computed for each of the 𝐷 dataset,
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Competition Rules

� All the teams from different backgrounds are encouraged to 
participate if they can provide the sought output. 

� Submission will be accepted via Kaggle competition page and we 
will use Kaggle leaderboards to rank the submissions.

� The participants are not allowed to distribute the data without our 
permission.

� It is recommended that you submit results for all the datasets of a 
competition. Not submitting a result would result in auto-filling with 
0s and will affect your ranking for that competition.



Competition Rules

� The top 3 teams will be requested to submit their solutions, the 
code along with information about the compute hardware with the 
competition hosts. By submitting the registration form, you will be 
agreeing to provide your code if you rank top on the leaderboard at 
the end of the competition.



If you have any question about this competition, 
you can contact us at 

kaustcompspatml@gmail.com.

Q&A

http://gmail.com

